
Schools of
Three lecturers from art academies in
the USA, Germany and the UK reflect
upon the strengths and failings of art
education today
by Okwui Enwezor Steþhøn Dillemuth
ønd lrit Rogoff
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ganized last November by Daniel Birnbaum'
Rector ofthe Städelschule in Flankfurt, and
there have been many others.

The fitm-going public has recently been

treated to Hollywood's enterteining but im-
probable spin on the lure and depredations
of the art academy inTeny ZwigofÍ's Att
School Coufdentìal (uoo6)' Another reflection
on the subject was the proposed art-school-
as-exhibition by the three curators ofthe
unfortunately aborted Manifesta 6, due
to have been held in Cyprus this summer.
Rather thân continue the exhibition model
of previous editions, the curators planned

to reorient the public's perception ofart by
taking us all 'back to school'. This return to
art school sought to ene¡vâte the diâlectic
between art âs entertainment and art âs

education as a ground for a more socially
committed and intellectual engâgement.

As we reflect on the state ofthe art school

from various vantâge points, it str¡kes me

that none of these inquiries has had quite

the impact of a 2oo4 article by Daniel Pink
in Haroard Busin¿ss R¿o¡'¿ø titled 'The MFA
is the New MBA. Pink's premise was that
the esteem of the MFA as a professional

degtee was on the rise, making an MFA an

importânt component in the portfolios of
those seeking to achieve the rareffed place

on the economic ladder that was once the
exclusive province ofMBAs. The sudden

elevâtion ofthe MFIA from its once crepus-
cular habitation as one ofthe more useless
(in the economic sense by which capital-
ism measures all thinç) advanced degrees
was received by some with alacrity and by
others with incredulity. For the ffrst group
the notion of an MFA equalling an MBA
proved a vindication of the business model
ofconstant enrolment growth and expan-
sion which drives art education in the US.
For the more circumspect, cynicism was
immediately the order of the day.

Given today's buoyant art economy, it is
not difficult to see how Pink's article could
be used as evidence ofthe success ofthe art
school. However, rarely is the dark irony
nestled deep within the article addressed
- namely, that if the MFA equals the MBA
in economic worth, couldn't it just as easily
equal it in uselessness by dint ofthe glut
ofboth, therefore lowering their mutual
overall economic quality? While I do not
reject Pink's hypothesis outright, more
relevant is the extent to which an MEA
equals the MB,{ in comparative economic
worth over time. What impact will this have
on the future curriculum ofart educa-
tion? Can an MFA degree compete with the
MBA but still depart philosophically from
the business school model?'vVhat sort of
education should an art school provide: a
business-oriented, studio.based training or

an interdisciplinary p¡ogramme encompass-
ing more kinds ofstudy and research beyond
image- and object-based production?

rWhatever the model and its success,
the key question concerns the emerging
pedagogical and artistic models thåt schools
should be addressing. Irrespective ofits strict
economic value, making art is about process
more than product, about building social and
intellectual capital and opening up new sites
ofinquiry. Gaining an art education, then, is
an investment in social agency. In this sense
our view ofthe art school today needs to take
into account its new context on the global
stage at large, not simply the studio as the
cosseted isolation room ofthe creative mind.
The task I see for art schools lies in reconcil-
ing the experimental, radical practices ofthe
individual artist with the unruly, unpredict-
able, asymmetricâl relations that constitute
the world in which such art is fashioned and
realized. What seems apposite for me in this
new context is the relation between art and
education as two versions ofa process of
reaching awareness: self-discovery and self-
emâncipation. Both involve taking chances,
opening oneself up to one's limits, ând being
challenged by the labour ofmaking obscure
knowledge immanent ând palpable, Most
importantly, understanding the relation be-
tween the two is a way to keep one step ahead
of the MBA.
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Stephan Dlllemuth

Ån artìst and Proþssor at ,{kademíe der
Bìldenden Künste München (Academy ofFine
Árß, Municb)

The art acâdemies on the Europeân mainland
have their origins in a revival of Plâtonism in
the Early Renaissance. At the time a whole
host of intellectuals saw free, informal as-
semblies as a means both to break with the
guilds of the Middle Ages and to distinguish
themselves from the scholastic pedantry
of the universities. As a 'learned society of
dilettantes and amateurs', the academy was
an open forum whose precise nature had yet
to be determined. In the course of their insti-
tutionâlization the academies forfeited this
fundamental quality: they became inflexible
and authoritarian monsters in the service of
those in power.

the model ofthe academy current in Ger-
many today is still based on Romantic ideas
from tBzo. In the'master class' the professor
has a monopoly on the training of'his' stu-
dents: for the entire durâtion oftheir studies
they engage only with this professor and the
other students in the same class, The reason
this system hâs remained stable for almost
two centuries is that it repeats the patriarchal
structure of the family unit, which is con-
venient for both sides: identification with the
artist-father, imitation of his work.

On top of this, many professors, often
having been appointed at a time when their
market caree¡ was on a downtt¡rn, use the
academy as a tool to compensate for the
deflâtion of their self-esteem. Thus in the
face of possible changes - new appointments,
co-determination, etc. - the'master.s' behave
like big landowners defending their territo-
ries. They pursue a strategy ofobstruction
within academic politics and deeply resent
anything that grates with their vain self-im-
âge as artists - things like feminism, theory
or'trendy Anglo-Saxon' innovations such
as Cultutal Studies. Team spirit among col-
leagues, group work, flat hierarchies, free ex-
change and transpalency are alien concepts
at this academy; the courage to experiment
and make changes is nowhere to be found.

Now these dinosauls are being threatened
with extinction: the fairy godmother slated to
bring the long-overdue reforms is câlled the
'Bologna Process'. Seen from close up, how.
ever, she reveals herselfas a seven-headed
hydra. For neo-liberalism has spawned a new
monster: and this time it is âimed directly at
the breeding ground ofsocietal ¡.eproduction
- i.e., the education systefn.

The'Bologna Process' ís an initiative
launched in Germany by the Centre for
Higher Education (CHE) to steer reform of
highereducation, with the primary goal of
prescribing the bachelor/master system and
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modular curricula for Europe's universities
and degree courses. The CHEwas founded in
r99¿ by Bertelsmann, one of the world's most
influential media corporations, to influence
highereducation reform. The CHE is a private
Iimited-liability company, âccountable only
to the Bertelsma4n Foundation. Driven by
thegoals ofthe Blrtelsmann Group, the iHn
muscles in on matters of state decision-making
and tries to impose its
business agenda on educational institutions.

This helps to explain why plans for the
founding of corporâte universities were
dropped: after all, â takeover ofthe universi-
ties by the corpòrations themselves would
be a far greater coup. All this requires is a
few small structural changes: in thejargon
of neo-liberal emancipation'the univers¡ties
are gf,anted increased autonomy', In this way
existing democratic forms of co.determination
by students, staffand professors are disman-
tled. The university senate - responsible,
among other things, for appointments - is left
with a merely advisory function. By contrast,
university presidents and chancellors become
quâsi-autocrats who are assigned a new direct
interface with the private sector in the form of
the University Cotu¡cil (Hocbschulrat), which
has both supervisory and executive funetions.
Hatf of its members are non-academic (most
often from the business community), ând it
is appointed by the president. The council in
turn elects the president, who can have a non-
university background. This co-dependency
makes it an easy task for the privâte sector
to gain complete and lasting control ofthe
universities,

The r98os saw the emergence ofco¡porate
sponsorship at universities and academies.
But now these institutions are themselves
gradually becoming capitalist businesses,
charging hefty fees for their services. (It
may come âs a surprise to many readers, but
in much ofEurope education was still free
of charge!) But now what seems likely is a
relatively low-cost, broad-based, three-year
bachelor degree offering insufffcient or zero

professional qualiffcation in most cases, The
qualiffcation for a decent job is âcquired via
a subsequent two-year master's degree. But
this level is subject to access restrictions,
with only 4o-óo per eent of BA students al-
lowed to graduate to the élite. And that is not
the end ofit. Then comes tife-long learning.
In some places there alreâdy exist master's
degrees with limited validity which must
be renewed every few years by participa-
tion in qualiffcation and further training
programmes - for a fee, ofcourse. A not
inconceivable scenario looms, then, in which
an ever-repeated cycle will shape life from
pre-school to retirement age: get qualiffed,
get âssessed, collect points - and keep
paying!

In the field ofteaching and research a
new type ofthinking has successfully been
introduced which puts the logic ofthe mar-
ket-place ând the maximization ofproñt over
curricula or reseârch content. Education ând
its institutions âre not only seen as welcome
new markets, and turned into a service
industry in order to generate big money,
but worse, are branching out via branding,
merging, outsourcing and franchising in
order to stake their claims to a global market
of education and knowledge production.
After the privatization ofelementary services
such as transport, media, water and energy,
health and care systenrs, the privatization
ofthe education system is the last mqior
building block in the establishment ofa total
neo-liberal world order that is dictated by
supranational g¡oups, allowing them further
to stabilize this new principle and reproduce
it through tducation'.

Sounds rather pâranoid, right? But what
does all this mean for art education and for
art? The Conference ofArt Acâdem¡es in
Germany recently decided against the intro.
duction ofM.A/BA degrees and against the
introduction ofmodular curricula. But the
academies will not be able to resist the other
higher education reforms and the introduc.
tion of fees. Unfortunâtely, their'deñant'

sutì\'tìl'
ect means no more than a strengthening of
the conservative traditionalism in which the
acaderny with its system ofmaster classes
is trapped - albeit now inside a neo-liberal
shell. The stated grounds for rejecting the
MA/BA include a reference to the high per-
centage ofGerman artists on the art market
- after all, a system that produces so many
successful artists can't be that bad. Instead of
grasping the'threat' of a differentiated and
modular BA/MA structure âs an opportunity
to develop alternative models ofthe academy,
the reâction is to bow down devoutly before
the arguments ofthe market and its love of
rankings.

Do these (few) ladies and (far more)
gentlemen not see thât their supposed artistic
freedom or 'autonomy' has long become
a constituent element ofneo-liberal value
creation? The art market bubble will not
burst, as it is a fact that the rich get riche&
creating an endless demand for new ways
ofdisplayingwealth: corporate Rococo - we
can't wait for the next art fair! And those
who don't make it in the long term can still
busy themselves with licking their.wounds.
Beyond the art market, other markets are
opening up; therapy, wellness, esotericism.
The Corporate Art University will be training
more and more people for these seetors as
well - demand is huge.

In the meantime growing numbers of free
projects are taking place outside increas.
ingly corporatized institutions - projects that
could be referred to âs temporary, self-organ-
ized academies - this summer, for example,
in Oslo, Copenhagen, Iæipzig, Berlin, Vienna
and Zurich. Based on difference and collabo-
ration these'learned societies of dilettantes
and amateurs' carry out projecþoriented
research in life and on life. In the face ofthe
corporâte takeover ofsociety such projects
take on special signiffcance - in terms of
self-determination, critical analysis of those
changes in the idea ofthe public sphere and
potential for change lvithin society.
Trønslated fui Nicholas Grindell
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Irit Rogoff

Professor ofVisual Cútures at Goldsniths
College, London Universilg. She øites on
co,,jttrtctions of theory, polìtics and conten þo,nrJ)
arts Þractices, is the author ofTerra Infirma
- Geography's Visual Culttu'e r¡rrt lns recentl¡t
cwated'De-Regulation uilb lbe lltork of Kuthtg
Atßnß,r', thst hnuelled to Antwetp, Hen¡lin and
Berlìn, and 2lcadeuy - Teacbing and Learning'
st the Ehdhooen Van,4bbenuseun-

'frying despelately not to join the eternal
lament over the over-buleaucratization of
higher education irr Britain, I turn my hand
instead to see its'potentiality'. This may
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allow me to clispense with the requirement
to engage with demands for outcomes, for
transfers of knowledge, for pr.ofessionaliza-
tion - bureaucratic demands that, when
allowed to structure the discr¡ssion, ¡nust
be counteled by âlternatives that âr.e closer
to what we believe a pedagogy might be, In-
stead, I rvant to nrove sideways, to argue for.
'potentiality' and'actualization' as structur-
ing the field of education for and with and
tlrrough alt. What has always seemed so
interesting about art education as a model fol
other kirrds of educational ând cultural ac-
tivities is that it provides per.mission to start
in the rniclclle. This permission in turn allows

Palntlngstudlo,
Coldsmlths
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those being tâught to take centre stage, since

they instigâte its taking place and allow the
plocesses they go through to become the sub'
stânce rather than the outcome ofeducation.

The fact that I teach in an institution of
higher education is not hugely relevant for
this particular discus.sion; the fact that this
ínstitution is engaged with creative practices

is only somewhat ¡elevanh the fact that I
fìounder endlessly between questions ofwhat
might be important or urgent or imperative
to know at this very moment is all'important.
I find myself much taken up with a notion of
a turriculum for urgent matters', a curlicu'
lum for discovering ways ofaccessing the
distressing issues ofthe day, such as security
and governance and failing ecologies, which
comrnand an easy moralizing response but
actually require radical rethinking'

Ours is a moment ofgreat anxiety about
education. In continental Europe there
are concerns about the'Bologna Process',

which aims at homogenizing higher educa'

tion âcross Europe and rationalizing it in
accordance with the Anglo'American model
of several degree courses of shorter duration,
with clear and comparable outcomes. The
fear that is repeatedly expressed about this
prccess is thât âll individuality and possibil-
ity for a longer-term, more reflectíve and
less outcome-bound model of education will
be lost. Certainly the spectre of the extreme
bureaucratization and result'oriented culture
overtaking British higher education is hardly
an encouraging one for the fearful'Bologna
sceptics'in Europe.

The impâct this has on education in the arts
is particularly thorny, because here process

and investigation are everything and hard and

fast butcomes'that testify to the successful
completion ofa training or an educational ap-
prenticeship are virtually impossible to arrive
at. One shudders at the thought ofincreasing-
ly'professional' artists, curators, directors and
critics, whose schooling is aimed at producing
prescribed museum-quality exhibitions, per'
formances, exquisitely professional displays of
culturâl resistance, perfectly honed critically
positioned texts worthy ofpublication. One
shudders not because this is dull - though it is
certainly that - but because the idea ofbeing
able to foresee the expected outcome ofan
investigative process is completely alien to the
very notion ofwhat tducâtion'is about.

At another level tensions have increased

between different attitudes to the idea of
educating treativity': old-fashioned notions of
inspiration without articulation and slightly
less old-fashioned notions of the importânce
of analytical and critical proffcíency vie with
contemporâry pedagogies of actualization'
embodiment and criticality as the lived-out
consequences of knowing. All these jostle

in the same institutional stew occasionally
producing head-on collisions but most of the
time co-existing in a state ofmutual tolerance'
in which the contradictions and contentions
of 'difference' are ignored for the sake of some

ill-conceived harmony where all bases are

covered.
I would argue that these factions produce

a false set ofconflicts and engagements' The
question in education in general, and in art
education in particular, that we have not yet

begun to deal with is not that ofspecifying
what we need to know and how we need to
know it, of who determines this and who ben'

eñts from it. Rather, it is a question regarding
how we may know what we don't yet know
how to kno'w. And it is here, in the aim of ac-
cessing this cornplex aspiration, that we need
to change our vocabulary - to swap knowl'
edge transfer and knowledge assessment,
professionalization, quantiff able outcomes
and marketability for another set ofterms
and ânother set ofaspirations.

The sceptics among you will shake your
heads and decry my naivety, will ask how it
is possible to ignore the demands ofbureauc-
racy and ofthe market, the new entrepre-
neurship in the arts and the all-importance
ofbranding and consumption through the
acaderny. Without fol a moment denying the
overwhelming presst¡re ofall these factors,
I would neveltheless argue that we need to
lealn to live in parallel rather than in con-
lìicted economies: moving sideways, finding
the opportune moment, engaging in numer-
ous non-legitimated plocesses, producing
the new subjects that we need for ourselves,
always starting from right here and right
now and forever searching for what might be
important, rather than useful, to know.

Here in Britain the vestiges ofan art
studies culture that was initiated by foun-
dation courses, and by the need to have a
wide and'undisciplined' vocabulary that
viewed the art student as an entity to be
actualized rather than trained, potentially
still have some purchase, Much has been
written about the British art schools of the
196os, which produced a generâtion ofrock
musicians and writers and others. lhey
inaugurated a shift from producing trained

suRVrì\

artists to giving access to creatMty, any old
creativity. Yes, it was certainly a romantic
vision and, yes, it lacked the intellectual and
critical rigour we would expect todây, but it
embraced fallibility; the failure to become an
artist was the possibility of becoming some-
thing else, becoming being the operative
drive. One ofthe most interesting aspects of
potentiality is that it is as much the potential
for not doing as it is for doing, for refusing
as much as for embracing. 'To be potential',
says Giorgio Agambenin Potentiølit¡es (t99ù,
'means to be one's own lack, to be in relation
to one's own incapacity. Beings that exist in
the mode of potentiality are capable of their
own impotentiatity; and only in this way do
they become potential. They can be because
they are in relation to their own non-being.
In potentiâlity, sensation is in relation to
anaesthesia, knowledge to ignorance, vision
to darkness.'

The breadth ofwhat is on offer in art
schools in Britain, the absence of the
overwhelming spectre of the'master', the
collectivity of convenor groups, are, at their
best, instrumental in foregrounding educa-
tion as a form of actualization - as a mode in
which meaning is not inherent or immanent
within those who study, not imposed by a
dominant authority, but comes into being
in the moment of actualization. Odd, then,
that such an unstable pedagogy should have
been captured and held hostage by such an
overwhelming bureaucracy - unless perhaps
thât bureaucracy is aflaid of the very chal-
lenge such an approach would represent to
its sovereignty.

Flne art
studlos,
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